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ROY

logo

Meaning of Roy logo
Roy Logo was designed by Seo Ju-young and produced by Seo
Joo-wan, a designer. The Roy Logo has two chains connected
together to form an R. This means the blockchain. And the two
colors - blue and red - represent Republic of Korea and at the same
time represent the union.

Purpose of White Paper
The purpose of the White Paper is to see Roy's identity and vision
for what purpose he was made. I hope to get the message across to
the readers of this white paper.
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What is Roy?
Total supply: 700,000,000

Blockchain used: AltHash blockchain

Main use: payments and transfers at home and abroad

Supply: Supply proportional to demand (why: prevent inflation)

Demand: Two main routes of demand, outside the exchange (shopping
malls, music, psychological counseling) and exchanges
(The focus is on creating sustainable and stable demand outside the
exchange, rather than on the exchange.)

Price: outside the exchange 1 Roy is $0.01
in

the

exchange

1Roy

is

Decision

based

on

the

capitalist

market

economy(Hope price: $0.1+).

Why are the prices different from those on the exchange: the value of $10
outside the exchange is the minimum value of Roy, a price defense against
possible Dumping on the exchange.

Roy's philosophy: Avoid pumping and dumping, and aim for gradual and
stable price increases.

Goal: $1
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Roy Team Introduction

JU-YOUNG SEO
Roy Founder,

Roy Project Manager, Developer.

a ten-year career in music and psychological counseling

ON-KYUNGG KIM
BINUPIA CEO,

Partner, External cooperation

JOO-WAN SEO
딩기리닷컴(Dingiry.com) CEO, Technical support.
Website, shopping malls, marketing, 15 years of experience
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Website
https://roycoin.co.kr/
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Practical Use
Roy is a token that built on the AltHash blockchain. Roy starts with
the token used in the shopping mall and will extends to the use of
music lessons and psychological counseling. The reason for this is to
reduce the speculative nature used only in the exchange and to
create sustainable and stable demand outside the exchange as well
as in real life.

Although a corporation issues stocks and investors buy and sell
stocks on the stock exchange, a corporation still earn a lot of
money in life. When this happens, the value of stocks is more stable
and higher. If a corporation were to be used only on the stock
exchange, it would be more speculative and there would be many
side effects such as inflation that are often seen in the
cryptographic currency market today.

The cryptographic market should no longer remain only on the
exchange. It should be a realistic vision, not unrealistic white paper
or road map. Tokens, in particular, will evolve like the APP market
today only if they focus on actual use as the APP market has
evolved today.
For this reason, Roy is more focused on actual use beyond the
exchange. From an investor's point of view of investing in Roy, we
will be able to trust and invest more when we have a variety of
demand channels other than the exchange.
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ROADMAP
Phase 1 starts with a shopping mall token. The shopping mall is
used in partnership and partnership with Internet shopping malls
such as Korea's Seoul, which is about 15 years old, and Dingry.com,
which sells guitars and musical instruments.

Step 2 is using a Roy token in the music field. Sharing your own
songs and getting to rewards, or using Roy Token as a lesson fee
for music lessons.

Step 3 uses a Roy token for psychological counseling. The use of
cryptographic notes in areas where confidentiality is important is an
attractive way to pay. Rather than offline counseling, will use Roy for
media counseling, cyber counseling, and chat counseling.
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[Short-Term Objectives]
Step 1.
Use will Roy tokens at online shopping mall
BINUPIA (pilot project)

BINUPIA is an Internet shopping mall that has been selling natural
soap in Korea for about 15 years.

In a market where many Internet shopping malls are created and
disappearing, BINUPIA continues its tradition of natural soap.

BINUPIA and Roy Token, which are trusted by customers using only
100% natural materials from the base, have formed a partnership.
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Partnership
21-May 2018

At present, you can buy natural soap with a Roy token (1 ROY=10
won) at BINUPIA in Korea.

And we're looking at ways to make payments easier and easier with
Roy Token.
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Stage 2.
Listed on at least one small exchange at home and
abroad [listed price : KRW 100 (approximately $
0.1)]
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Bleutrade

https://twitter.com/Roy2316Team/status/1052382287264866304?s=20

https://twitter.com/BLEUTRADE/status/1053040536897146881?s=20
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HtmlBunker

https://twitter.com/Roy2316Team/status/1033340324288974849

https://twitter.com/HtmlBunker/status/1032963192547356673
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[Mid-term Target]
Step 3.
Create a system in which unknown amateur CCM
composers share songs and earn rewards with Roy.

Step 4.
Listed on at least one middle exchange at home
and abroad [listed price : KRW 500(approximately. $
0.5)]

[Long-term goal]

Step 5.
Using Roy Tokens in a field of psychological
counseling where secrecy is essential. Today,
counseling is too expensive. Roy Tokens offer
low-cost, offline psychological counseling.
In particular, will pays for online media counseling
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and creates a system for anyone to consult. For
example, it can be used for phone counseling or
chat counseling.
《Secret project. Bot Psychological Counselor》

Step 6.
Listed on at least one large exchange [listed price :
1000 won (approx. 1 dollar)]

Step 7.
Building a Roy Platform Using Roy Tokens in
BINUPIA, CCM Sharing, and Psychological
Counselling

I think these three areas are a good place to apply the blockchain,
the technology of the coming fourth industrial revolution. I've
worked in this field for the last 10 years. Therefore, the Roy project
is competitive and confident that it will succeed. thank you
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Appendix

Explore
https://explorer.htmlcoin.com/token/aff123aab8e8e2f02ed07e366b18e9a
5f2479d32

Community
https://t.me/ROYgroup
https://mobile.twitter.com/Roy2316Team
https://discord.gg/cdebDt4

github
https://github.com/ROYproject
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